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Chairman’s Comment 
 

 

It is August already, so we are well through our programme for this season.  I hope 

that you are having a successful year so far, or at least are enjoying the events, if like 

me things have not quite gone to plan! 

 

Our recent group rides at Blaenavon and Cranham went very well.  There were lots of 

smiling faces at the end of Blaenavon, so thank you to Belinda for organising this 

again.  I enjoyed the changed route at Cranham, which still rode very well in spite of 

all the rain.  Opening an electronic gate from horseback at the polo farm was a first 

for me (perhaps we can arrange for them on all gates at our rides in future – if only!)  

Thank you to Margaret for organising this ride, especially as it is within a few weeks 

of Ludlow. 

 

After Ludlow we have the Black Mountains pleasure ride to look forward to, 

followed by Plump Hill. We now have a new venue for Plump Hill this year, which 

will be held on a farm with easy access off a main road, and direct access to the 

Forestry.  

 

The Plump Hill ride is this year going to be a fundraiser for our Young Riders team 

and as well as the ride entry money, young riders will be selling tea, coffee, squash 

and cakes and also any produce brought by members on the day - all contributions 

very gratefully received. Hopefully you will be able to support this event, which will 

benefit the Young Riders team.  Good luck to all the YR squad members from Offa’s 

Dyke who will be competing for selection at Ludlow, and to those in the inter-

regional team! 

  

Sharon 
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Editor’s Comment 
 

Timing this newsletter for the end of July, between Cranham and Ludlow was a big 

mistake but Carolyn and Robin Edwards have kindly agreed to take over this issue 

for me (they usually do 90% of it anyway!).  Cranham was blessed with lovely 

weather and thanks to Carolyn and Gina going out first with a load of markers to 

replace the huge number which had been removed, very few people got lost.  People 

have been very good at sending in ride reports and I have not had to do any this time. 

Several Offa’s Dyke members have been very successful at rides this season and it is 

particularly pleasing to see new names appearing.  Three ride reports from Berkshire 

Downs may seem over the top but both Sue and Jan had moved up a gear whereas 

Rachel, though much younger, is an old hand at the game.  I am now in the throws of 

getting ready for Ludlow.  Let’s hope we are equally lucky for weather as we were at 

Cranham.    

 

Margaret 

 

 

This is a bit of a ‘Summer Special’ with lots of ride reports and a 

couple of bonus photos (thanks to all of the contributors for these).  

Despite what Margaret says above, she has prepared 90% of this 

newsletter; we just added a few bits, printed it and are ready to take 

the credit! 

 

Seriously, Margaret does a phenomenal amount for the Offa’s Dyke Group and just 

offering to help with this newsletter has made us realise how much time and effort is 

involved.  Add to this the fact that she is an active committee member, organises two 

rides (Cranham and Ludlow), regularly helps out in the EGB office at Stoneleigh and 

finds time to support Riding for the Disabled, we think she deserves a vote of thanks 

from everyone.  

 

Carolyn and Robin 

 

 

 

 

Our deepest sympathy goes to Lesley Dunn following the tragic loss of her lovely 

young stallion Warrens Hill Star at the Tally Ho ride on 27 July, following a 

devastating injury. The thoughts of all your friends in Offa’s Dyke group are 

with you Lesley at this very sad time. 
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Dates for your diary 

 
 

17 August  Black Mountains social ride  OD   Page 6 

  

24 August  New Longwood social ride  Mid Wales  Page 30 

 

30 August  Barbury Castle    Cotswold 

 

31 August  Worcestershire Way social ride H of E  Page 30 

 

6 September Tai Chi introductory course  OD   Page 6 

 

7 September Plump Hill social ride   OD   Page 7 

    (Fundraiser for Young Riders Squad) 
 

21 September Sabrina Valley    H of E 

 

21 September 5 Parish Fun ride    Local   Page 30 

 

27 September Badminton     Cotswold 

 

5 October  Red Dragon    Mid Wales 

 

19 October  Chedworth *note date change* Cotswold 

 

19 October  Last date for Newsletter articles to Margaret please  

 

30 November National AGM  
 

 

************************* 
 

Don’t Forget! 
 

Offa’s Dyke AGM & Prize Giving 

6 December 
                    

(venue to be advised) 
 

************************* 
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Young Rider News                                              Abbi Tennent 
 

Hope you’re all having a very good season so far!  Well Rosemary’s two camps are 

over now and everyone had a brilliant week. Sunshine, Riding and FUN!!!  So a big 

thank you to Rosemary for putting those two camps on.  

 

1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 of August is Ludlow so hopefully I’ll see a few of you there.  It’s also 

Team Selection for the YR’s who are qualified for the European Championships out 

in Spain this September.  Two Offa’s Dyke YR’s qualified for that Rachael Rogerson 

and myself, so fingers crossed we’ll have an OD member represent Britain in that! 

 

Hoodies are available for Young Rider Squad, Young Riders and Junior Riders so 

give me an email for more details abbi_tennant@hotmail.com.  Plus soon I’ll email 

out the details about the new ranges of clothing as it’s a bit warm for hoodies now, so 

that calls for some polo shirts and t-shirts.  Also had crews wanting a style of clothing 

so will design something and email that out to you all so we can have crews kitted 

out too! 

 

Will see you all soon.  Hope to see some more ride reports coming in! 

 

Abbi 

 

 

*********Fundraiser for Young Rider Squad******** 

 
Plump Hill pleasure ride on 7 September is going to be a fundraising event for 

the Young Rider Squad.  

 

All profits from the ride are going to be donated by Offa’s Dyke Group to 

support the squad as they travel to the European Championships in Spain. 

 

In addition refreshments will be for sale (tea, coffee, squash & cakes)  

 

Any donations of produce or cakes to sell will be most 

gratefully received 
(please bring them along on the day, along with some money to 

spend!) 
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Black Mountains 

Pleasure Ride 
Wales, nr Abergavenny 

 
Sunday 17 August 

 

Mixture of quiet country lanes, forest tracks and spectacular open mountain. 

(approx 18 or 25km).  Karen has improved the route by making it easier to 

come off the first hill into the forestry thereby avoiding steep, muddy 

downhill track that some people found difficult last year.  The longer route 

will also incorporate more forestry tracks and avoid the long, straight road 

section up to the reservoir car park. 

 

No toilets or water at venue.  Closing date for entries 8 August 2008.  Plenty 

of flat parking for trailers and small lorries in field.  Larger lorries can park on 

hard-standing at the farm nearby. 

 

Entries: Karen Jones, Red House Farm Cottage, Govilon, Abergavenny NP7 

9RT.  Tel: 01873 830215 or email: karen@pentre.fslife.co.uk 

 

 

 
 

Revolutionise your riding with Tai Chi 
 

Unmounted introductory course on 6th September 2008 with Annie 

Gorton Harding at Bishopswood Village Hall, Walford near Ross on Wye 

9.30am  - 12.15, places limited, £30 per person 

 

For further details please contact Karen Jones at 

karen@pentre.fslife.co.uk  

or tel: 01873 830215/01873 890771. 
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Plump Hill Pleasure Ride 
Forest of Dean. 

Sunday 7 September 

 

A ride through Northern Forest of Dean with minimal roadwork (variable routes from 10 

miles upwards).  NEW VENUE THIS YEAR – Shapridge Farm, off A4136.  Direct access 

to the forestry from venue field.   Entries close 30 August. 

 

Entries: Sharon Parr, The Granary, Silverstone Farm, Drybrook, Gloucestershire, GL17 

9BP. Tel: 01594 544559. Email: silverstonefarm1@tiscali.co.uk 

 

Tea, coffee, squash & cakes for sale 

Also any donations of produce or cakes to be sold gratefully received on the day. All 

profits to YR squad 
 

Results of the Group Survey 
 

You may remember that a survey was handed out at the AGM & also sent with the February 

Newsletter. We had over 30 responses and the information provided will be taken on board by 

the committee. In particular your suggestions for training and social events are very useful in 

helping us making future plans. Some of the results are as follows: 
 

What events would you like us to organise? 
Pretty even between Pub social evenings, Training Events & Evening talks also alternative 

training/management 
 

Are there any particular subjects you would like talks on? 

Veterinary info 

Alternative medicine  

Equine dentist  

Fitness Horse & Rider   

Nutrition Horse & Rider,  

FEI competing  

Training generally & specific endurance topics 

Massaging   

Crewing    

Starting with a novice horse 

Grassland management / worming 

Hints & Tips to get the best from your horse in ERs 

Ways to speed rest & recovery 

Parelli / Natural horsemanship handling & training.  

Bowen Therapy, Alexander Technique 

How do I get on the team? 
 

Do you have suggestions of speakers we could approach? 
Jenny Lees – Arabs in Bahrain etc.  Could organise talk/demo by Pilates teacher/personal 

fitness trainer.  Sports physio.  Dylan Winter/Dom freeman, Parelli – Natural Horsemanship. 

Jackie Weaver horse communicator. Antonia Pereira- international End vet. 
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Training suggestions for free afternoon seminar at a members home  

Getting started, Fitness levels, Progressing to longer distances & ERs, International, Vetgates 

 

Training day - suggestions of subjects you would like us to include 
Effective training at Home  

Everything, form filling, fattening, how to travel, different ride conditions/distances 

Shoeing 

Muscles feet & how the body works 

Improving behaviour in vetting 

Flatwork / schooling for endurance 

Schooling exercises 

Preparing horse & rider for longer rides 

Massage/therapy 

Canter/fast work on gallops (little opportunity at home to canter) 

Drawing up a training plan for the season 

Feeding for optimum performance 

How to train at home (how much, what type of work, how to monitor etc) 

Map reading 

 

 

Training events 2008 
 

Following feedback from the Group Survey. We have already provided some training this 

year, based on the comments made. 

 

In April we had an informal Novice afternoon seminar for some of our brand new members 

at the home of Belinda Josephi. See the write up in the last newsletter. 

 

In the survey, some members had asked for schooling lessons and also for training on the 

use of gallops. To accommodate both of these at one venue and also allow parking for up to 

20 people was no mean feat, but after a lot of research our intrepid Treasurer Delwyn Hall 

came up with the Caradoc Estate gallops near Ross on Wye. 

 

Delwyn did very well to negotiate a good deal for us, as the estate does not usually allow 

anyone to use it’s beautiful outdoor school. Not only did they give us use of either the 

indoor or outdoor school (depending on the weather) but they did not make any extra 

charge on top of the usual £15 per horse for the use of the gallops. 

 

We set a maximum number of 20 for the day so that 4 groups of 5 people had an hours 

schooling lesson with Carole Broad, followed by use of both circular and linear gallops 

with guidance and sloshes available from Liz Taylor.  Thank you Liz for your time and also 

for writing some excellent notes on using the gallops (sent to participants in advance on 

request). 
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Endurance Training Day June 1st    Andrea Champ  

 
Rosie, my 14.2 Anglo-Arab mare and I are in our first season of Endurance 

competition.  We’re just beginning to discover the delights and challenges of the 

sport and its preparation.  Having been an avid reader of the EGB website and its 

members’ forum, I was pleased to find that a practical training day was being offered 

by the Offa’s Dyke Group.  This event consisted of an invaluable lesson with Carole 

Broad in the company of like minded individuals and a practice session on the 

beautiful Caradoc gallops.  In preparation for this day, a list of pointers written by 

Elizabeth Taylor was sent to us and I was amused to read the sage reminder “don’t 

gallop”!!  This might sound obvious to you experienced Endurance riders out there 

but the very word describing those inviting furlongs can get the adrenalin pulsing 

through our veins let alone our horses! 

 

The fully attended day was split into several lessons, each containing four or five 

people, which would rotate on to the gallops.  Having arrived in good time for our 

slot, I unloaded my poor travelling, tail rubbing mare to find that whilst her well 

protected tail was in perfect shape her bottom resembled that of a baboon, being quite 

red and raw! (I have since learnt of the inestimable value of Vaseline!)  Fortunately, 

as Rosie did not seem to be in great discomfort, we continued as planned. 

 

 
 

In the lesson, Carole, who was very cheerful and supportive in her comments to us, 

gave each person at least one major observation of improvements to be made to their 

riding.  The outdoor school, usefully equipped with mirrors, enabled me to 

concentrate on my rather alarming lopsidedness, which our instructor had to remind 
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me of several times.  As she pointed out, riding in such a balance over many miles 

might not only be uncomfortable for the horse but also cause positive harm such as 

lameness.  Various remedies were suggested to rectify this problem-one was to sit 

backwards on a chair, facing a mirror, making sure the hips and shoulders were in 

alignment.  Another, which came from another rider, was to have one’s husband put 

strong tape in a straight line along the shoulder blades and another down the spine. 

You would soon be made aware of any straightness issues!  We were all encouraged 

to work our horses in correct and stable rhythm, emphasis being placed on the 

importance of good quality schooling to build up the appropriate carrying muscles of 

our horses.  Although there was little chance for discussion in the groups, it was 

lovely to know that all of us were attempting to ride our horses with the same aims 

and desires, to compete in Endurance. 

 

The lessons from the gallops session also proved extremely useful.  As my horse had 

worked hard by this time, I decided that twice along this mile long track would be 

sufficient.  Our first attempt was supposed to be a controlled medium fast canter but 

Rosie had other ideas and we clocked around 25 miles an hour despite my over firm 

hands!  The next time, we tried for little over half that speed and although it was 

managed, she did not look or feel very attractive!  Slosh bottles had kindly been 

provided for us as we returned.  Suddenly feeling rather sheepish about my shameful 

neglect of this aspect of our training (we had so far only done one EGB ride in cold 

weather). I tentatively attempted to pour a very full bottle of water over Rosie’s neck.  

She did not mind the water on herself but seeing it splash to the ground was another 

thing entirely and she began to dance.  This had the affect of water positively 

jumping out of the container and as it became clear that we were about to part 

company.  I hurriedly lobbed the bottle into the bushes and hung on tight until 

composure was regained!  Hmm…. Definitely at the top of the list for practice at 

home! 

 

All in all it was a very good day.  We had worked hard and learnt a great deal.  Thank 

you Carole Broad, those who were at the gallops to offer advice, the Organizers and 

Gabby Franklin who kindly came along on foot to give moral support (and help 

load!) 

 

 

A handy tip from Karen Jones: 

 
My tip – invest in a mini Velcro cleaner, great for getting rid of all the 

muck on your boot fastenings etc. 
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Berkshire Downs 80km Tyro         Sue Loveridge 

 
Siiberia (Spyder to his friends) is now aged 9.  Originally bred for showing by Mrs. 

Connor in West Sussex (sire – Djammal, grandsire – Camargue past champions) 

Spyder`s destiny was to be in endurance after his owner died and he came to me as a 

5 yr old.  He was described by Chris Court as being the lovable sweet boy with a 

WILD streak.  He has certainly shown this side of his wonderful personality during 

the past 4 years, as many of you know!!  I would have “given him away” as I was 

constantly reminded of the famous words spoken by many colleagues on “How much 

time, energy blood sweat and tears on taking on a youngster!!!” 

 

Thank you all for the advice & help given to us especially to Desi D, Gwen & Neil 

Pickering, Debbie Williams, Carolyn Edwards, Gill Talbot & Margaret McKiddie to 

name but a few! 

 

It seemed a logical progression to attempt our first ER at BD as Spyder had 

completed his first 64k there in 2006 & first 80k there in 2007.  We had booked the 

very experienced Margo Barry for our crew a year before the big day.  She was 

fantastic!  We certainly couldn’t have done it without her – “amazing lady!’  

 

Perfect day, weather could not have been better.  Spyder travelled well despite a very 

early start & appeared well chilled showing no signs of nerves (wish I could say the 

same for the rider!). Decided to start at the back with Jan Rath on the very sensible 

Lady who despite pulling faces kept him reasonably calm and we were able to settle 

fairly quickly out on the Ridgeway.  Then we were on our own for mile after mile, 

Spyder happily bowling along.  Excellent crewing and we were back at the venue in 

no time, took 3 mins to present pulse 52/50 (could have gone before but we are 

learning!!). 

 

Ate loads but didn’t want to drink, so after discussing with Ma B decided not to give 

electrolytes.  Out on 2
nd

 loop, Spyder really going well.  We had caught up with many 

of the ER big boys and a couple of young riders (they certainly don’t hang about). 

Thanks to all of you en route riders, great company and all the extra sloshes from 

their crew! 

 

☺ This time back in to venue we presented  in 4mins  pulse 64/60 ( that was close!) 

and with the 40 min hold Spyder ate and drunk well so had his electrolytes.  This was 

a first for him to go out for the third time and he didn’t think much of that.  To my 

embarrassment I had to get off and lead him down onto the Ridgeway and then try to 

get back on without him carting me straight back to the venue!! That was the hardest 

of all the ride encouraging him out to checkpoint 1 and a big thank you must go to the 

lovely lady on a very nice grey that jollied him along!  
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Just after turning for home I saw the rider who had been leading up until we overtook 

them on second loop.  Thankfully Spyder must have recognised them as well (he 

must have remembered the most exciting time he had chasing the mare all the way 

over the Lambourn Downs!). 

 

He then clicked back into mode and we were home!!  Final vetting, pulse of 50 /52 

(wanted to be really sure that time) and couldn’t quite believe that we had done it!!!  

We had won! Our very first ER! Only took me 10 years to achieve.  You could say 

it’s a bit like always being the bridesmaid and never the bride.  Have I now got the 

bug for them?  We shall see! 

 

I was so glad afterwards that he took so long to get to checkpoint 1, he must have 

realised we were only 0.5 off elimination speed.  Clever horse!   

 

(Give him away - NEVER!) 

  

 

Berkshire Downs– 80km ER Tyro      Jan Rath 

 
We finally did it – our first ER. 

 

I’ve been doing competitive endurance now for nearly 6 years and with a few gentle 

prods from various friends, thought that it was about time to try another challenge 

and have a go at an ER.  I had entered the Tyro at Berkshire Downs a couple of 

seasons ago when it was still 64kms, but had a last minute attack of cowardice and 

down graded, using the excuse that the horse wasn’t ready for it! 

 

Our preparation this year went perfectly – my only panic was when the FoD Bluebell 

ride was cancelled and I had to hastily reach for the rides programme to find a 

suitable alternative.  Luckily, I decided to go to Haywood Oaks for a 64km CR, 

which turned out to be a good choice and a brilliant ride. 

 

We arrived at the Berkshire Downs venue on Saturday afternoon and quickly had 

Lady settled in her coral, but then discovered that I had forgotten to bring my 

MasterCard.  I was horrified at the thought of not being able to start or even having to 

drive all the way back to Hereford to collect it.  The ladies in the secretary’s office 

were so kind and helpful – they kept me calm and the problem was quickly resolved. 

The next morning at the start, Lady was a true star.  We warmed up calmly without a 

care for the other horses all milling about and as it was her first ‘mass’ start I kept her 

slightly back. She was strong and keen but beautifully behaved. 
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I rode the first section with Sue Loveridge and another girl whose name I do not 

know but held back and after the first crew stop let them go on as I knew that they 

would be too fast and that Lady would settle into a much better rhythm on her own.   

A little while later on Uffington Down I was surprised to be caught up by a group of 

other ER riders who had started some 15mins before us but as it turned out had taken 

a wrong turn. I then caught up with another competitor in my class and we rode 

together for a while before I surprisingly left her behind on the ‘gallops’ that lead up 

to checkpoint 4.  Back at the venue we took 9 minutes to present in spite of Lady 

being very calm and relaxed and vetted sound with pulses of 58/64.  She also 

behaved perfectly during her 40 minute hold – drinking and eating whatever she was 

offered. 

 

As we set off on our 2
nd

 loop Lady was a bit concerned about the other horses on the 

2 way section but quickly settled and was forward going but less strong than on the 

1
st
 loop.  Somewhere between checkpoint 3 and Eastbury Down we were joined by 

Natasha Sainsbury and we rode most of this loop together.  At the second vetgate we 

presented after 12 minutes with pulses or 52/52.  I know we should have gone sooner 

but Lady’s pulse is so up and down that I decided to go for safe. 

 

So off we went again – but this time Lady actually stopped on the 2 way section – 

such was her concern about horses travelling in the opposite direction, I am sure she 

thought that I had got it wrong!  This last loop took us down the Ridgeway to 

checkpoint 1 and back which we just took at a nice steady pace knowing that we were 

the last in our class to be back out on course and that some had already finished.  We 

went for our final vetting after 13minutes as her pulse has dropped to an acceptable 

level and I didn’t want her to stiffen up.  We vetted with pulses of 54/54 and were 

declared sound. I was ecstatic. 

 

The going and the weather conditions were both perfect for Lady.  I am so proud of 

her; she achieves all this in spite of me – not believing that she is capable of things 

and then holding her back.  I was also so surprised and absolutely delighted to be 

given 6
th
 place. 

 

I also received much needed guidance at each vetting from Wendy Dunham who 

each time made sure that I knew exactly what I was doing, how long I had to do it in 

and what I was to do next.  What a wonderfully patient person she is. 

 

Lastly, once again congratulations to Sue Loveridge, Rachel Rogerson, Margaret 

McKiddie and all others who achieved their goals.  What a great weekend yet again 

for Offa’s Dyke. 
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Berkshire Downs – 160km ER 

Baileys Southern Championships         Rachael Rogerson 
 

As we drove down the M4 on Saturday morning the sunrise was extraordinary, it felt 

like an excellent opening to the weekend. Little did we know that it would go quite so 

well! 

 

I felt that I came to this ride with a tremendous amount of pressure on my shoulders; 

my mum has won this race three times previously and knows the course like the back 

of her hand.  She very kindly let me take over the reins this time on Gryphon (Lori). 

My main concerns going into the ride were a) that I didn’t get lost b) that I could 

keep him calm and c) that I would be fit enough.  I am at uni at the moment & me 

and my sister are very lucky that our mum looks after and gets the horses fit whilst 

we are away plus working all the hours that god sends.  I really don’t know how she 

does it!!!  This meant that although Lori was fit enough I had done very little riding 

since September, other than 65km at Tresham.  My plan for this ride was to start 

steady and gradually wind up the pace, also to aim for about 16kph overall. 

 

Day 1 – The fact that there were only six starters, although disappointing, meant that 

I managed to get a space and get him settled fairly early on.  Everything seemed to be 

going fine until... we went wrong. My heart sank. It was the top of my list of worries 

and I had done it!  It was only a small detour but it probably took 10 minutes, to get 

back on track and to a crew point. The first thing dad said was “did you get lost?” 

Damn I can’t get away with anything.  We got to the vet gate in fourth & as it turned 

out, I wasn’t the only one to get lost, neither Alex nor Jeni had got to the vetgate yet 

and I hadn’t overtaken them on course.  I think a car (not crew) had parked over some 

markers in the middle of the track.  Susan vetted first with Tricia and Gail not far 

behind. Unfortunately Tricia and Gail were both vetted out at this point, which left 

four of us.  Off onto the second loop, now Lori was fully warmed up I allowed him to 

move on slightly and he really got into his stride, meaning that I caught about 15 

minutes on Susan.  Before I knew it we were back at the venue, he vetted absolutely 

fine and was very pleased to see a big bucket of food.  At this point we were all close 

so it could have been anyone’s race.  

 

Day 2 – Susan set off 7 minutes ahead of me, with Alex 8 minutes behind and Jeni a 

further 7 minutes behind her.  I am not quite sure what the reasoning was but the 

80km ER started at 8am which was pretty much the same time as Alex meaning that 

she had plenty of people to ride with whereas Jeni set off after them which seemed a 

little unfair.  Lori bounded out on the second day feeling great. To my surprise just 

after we turned off the Ridgeway we spotted a rider ahead. It could only be Susan.  

At almost the same time I looked around to see a gang of 80km ER riders on the 
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other horizon.  I was not too surprised to see that Alex was in this group, they went 

past and Susan must have joined them as I didn’t see them again until the vetgate.  

Lori was rather annoyed when he wasn’t allowed to go with them but soon settled 

again and got back into his rhythm.  The rest of the loop went without a hiccup, as 

did the vetting.  He was still on straight A’s for metabolics and felt strong, so on the 

next and penultimate loop I let him lengthen his stride with the theory that if I let him 

go on and it made no impact to the lead then I would steady up and make sure that we 

completed, but if we caught them I might give it a go.  At a crew point about half 

way round I was informed by my wonderful crew that Alex had dropped off from 

Susan and was just ahead, but that Susan’s horse was still going strong. We soon 

spotted Alex on the horizon and Lori ate up the gap.  After a narrow track we got to a 

good bit of going. I pushed on to try and get a gap, however I had stupidly forgotten 

that there was a crew point at the end of the track so Alex caught up immediately. He 

had a very good drink none the less.  When I had arrived at the crew point dad very 

excitedly told me that Susan was just ahead, so at this point there were about 2 

minutes separating the three of us.  We came into the last vetgate together, Mystic, 

Alex’s horse presented quickly as he had done all weekend, about 2 minutes ahead of 

Susan who was about 3 minutes ahead of me. Lori had lacked any cardiovascular 

training so his recovery rates weren’t that great.  I then thought that the race was lost 

so I wasn’t going to push it even though Lori still felt as though he had plenty of fuel 

in the tank, however when the others trotted out the vet gate, rather than cantering I 

realised the race wasn’t over... As soon as he was allowed Lori flew out of the 

vetgate, the others were still trotting and we soon caught them up and passed them, 

Alex came with us for a bit but soon we were on our own again.  The good thing 

about the last loop here is that you can see exactly how far either ahead or behind you 

are.  We steadied up on the way back, although it meant that I got a crick in my neck.  

We cantered over the line to lots of applause.  It was such a great feeling.  Just the 

vetting to go! I always find this the worst part of the ride, thankfully all was fine.  We 

had done it!!! 

 

I am so proud of Lori and amazed at what he has achieved so far, not bad for his first 

160, and only half fit, and especially considering his past!  It involves having seven 

chips out of his shoulder in 2002 and a major crush which broke a 6 inch thick fence 

post just before we were due to go to the Czech Republic in 2006. After both 

incidents the vet said that it was likely that we would never ride him again. So you 

can imagine our relief that he is back on form. 

 

Now for the thank yous, firstly and the biggest thank you is to my mum for 

looking after and training Lori over the winter, I was just riding, it was mum that 

did all the work.  Also thanks to my crew which consisted of my mum, dad and sister, 

Sarah.  The organisation was fantastic, the going was superb and the route really well 

marked so thank you to the organizers and all the wonderful helpers.  Finally my 
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thanks have to go to the sponsors, in particular Keith Bryant who sponsored a lovely 

Pathfinder saddle and also Baileys, Equine Health and Herbal and British Horse 

Feeds for the many vouchers, also a rug from Baileys.  We also received two 

trophies, a shield to go back next year and a lovely horse statuette to keep and some 

prize money.  All are very much appreciated; it really does put the icing on the cake. 

 

A perfect ending to the whole weekend was driving back west, on the way home this 

time to a beautiful sunset. 

 

 

Handy Hint from Carolyn Edwards 
 

Following a suggestion by the American rider Jackie Hathhorn at 

the Golden Horseshoe to use the saddle mounted water carrier to 

slosh the horse, I carried two water bottles either side at a recent ride 

in the blazing heat and used one to drink myself & the other to slosh 

Patches.  Rob replaced them at crew points.  Worked a treat! 
 

And My Favourite Thing 
 
A ‘plaiting step’ bought from the local tack shop, but available from many, including 

Robinsons Saddlery (classed as a grooming caddy £18.00). This has many uses, 

mainly as a sturdy step to mount, but also as a seat at vet gates and as a container for 

my grooming kit, heart rate monitor/stethoscope etc. 

 

 

Golden Horseshoe 2008 

 
Thanks to the organizing committee led by Barbara Wigley, the Golden Horseshoe 

ride has been revived and is going from strength to strength.  This year saw a new 

venue at the Exford show field.  This gave acres of space for parking, trade stands 

and also displays by a local stud / dog agility etc.  The other big bonus is that the 

venue is above the village and so the route no longer starts with a long up hill climb, 

which used to result in so many horses tying up. 

 

We were blessed with glorious weather this year, which combined with a fantastic 

course led to some excellent results and several Gold awards.  Candy Cameron, who 

has ridden at the Horseshoe 20 times, says it is the best route she has ever ridden 

there.  Barbara and her team are working on next year’s route and she promised it 

would be even better! 
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For any new members out there, the classes at the Horseshoe range from pleasure 

rides to 160km as follows: 

 

Sunday pleasure rides (10 and 15 miles) 

Exmoor Experience 80km two day (40+40) 

Exmoor Eighty 80km one day 

Exmoor Stag 120km two day (80+40) 

Golden Horseshoe 160km two day (80+80) 

 

The Exmoor Experience class is relatively new and Open horses can compete in this 

class. To enter the other classes the horse must be advanced. 

 

Offa’s Dyke members at the Horseshoe 
 

Several Offa’s Dyke members made the trip to Exford this year and we were 

represented in most classes, from the pleasure ride on Sunday up to the Golden 

Horseshoe (160km 2 day) class, in which Gill Talbot and Malabar Storm had a 

resounding success with the ultimate gold award!! – see full report below. 

 

In the Exmoor Experience (82km 2 day) class, Gold awards were won by Georgina 

Harris with Auburn Emblem and Carolyn Edwards with Oakways Patchwork Girl 

(also Best Condition).  Gemma Bode with Faretta Bint Chatanz won a bronze award. 

Congratulations to all! 

 

Countryfile TV coverage 

 
Some of you may have seen the BBC2 TV coverage leading up to the event on the 

Countryfile program. Presenter Adam Henson (of the Bourton on the Water farm 

park) undertook a training regime to prepare for the Exmoor Experience class on a 

borrowed horse - Windsor. 

 

Unfortunately, having got round in silver speed & then incurring a pulse penalty to 

drop to bronze at the end of day one, Adam’s horse was vetted out lame at the start of 

day 2.  This means that the BBC filmed the rest of us on day 2 and the program aired 

on the following Sunday, showing the highs & lows of Adam’s experience of the 

Horseshoe.  In a way it was good that he didn’t just come and get a gold award at the 

first attempt!  The program gave a very fair picture of what a tough event the golden 

Horseshoe is and that the welfare of the horse comes first. 

 

For anyone who missed the program and would like to see it, follow the link from the 

EGB homepage to the Golden Horseshoe ride & check out Active Exmoors’ video 

footage on :   www.activeexmoor.com/site/whats-on/golden-horseshoe 
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Golden Horseshoe 2008 Gill Talbot 

 
My first foray to Exmoor was (I believe) back in 1992, and I have returned many 

times on many different horses riding in all the differing classes, but last year was 

going to be my “last year”.  After struggling to negotiate an unforgiving, 

demoralising, horse-breaking 160km route last year with Ranazak, and having to 

retire my thoroughly demoralised horse at halfway on day two, I decided enough was 

enough, and I would not be putting my horses through that torture again – NEVER! 

(Was it really me who said “never say never” eh!?). 

 

After promises of a better route for 2008 from the Ride Organiser of Horseshoe and a 

husband who just loves going to Exmoor exerting pressure…  I decided that this year, 

instead of taking Malabar Storm (aka Danny) to Berkshire Downs – a route he loves -  

I would instead take him to Exmoor and see if this tough character could cope with 

the terrain any better than Ranazak.  We had left it too late to get into any of the usual 

accommodation, but I was very lucky to spot an ad in the local paper advertising a 

cottage, and I was able to secure stabling and turn-out just a 5 minute walk away – 

bookings made, cheques sent, time booked off work – we were all set to once again 

take on the challenge of Exmoor. 

 

The new venue field was huge, lots of space, good, well laid out vetting area, plus all 

the usual trade stalls for some serious spending – and of course the weather – which 

this year was glorious, but it was hot! 

 

After meeting with friends in the very local pub on the Saturday night, I set off 

leading Danny up the steep hill out of Withypool on the Sunday afternoon for the 

initial vetting.  He was then tacked up and ridden back to his stable via the moor to 

wet his appetite for the Monday.  We were joined on Sunday evening by Brenda, my 

mother-in-law, another avid fan of Golden Horseshoe, and an expert crew member. 

 

Our start time for the Monday was 7.40am.  Horse tacked up and the hack to the 

venue began at 6.30. I was planning on a sedate stroll. Dan had other ideas and 

marched along, he felt the tension of an event, but could not understand why he was 

alone but as we joined the main road to the venue he suddenly spotted and heard 

other horses, his heart started to race and his striding walk became a bounce. 

 

The starter was soon calling our number and we were cantering our way to the first 

gate and our first 80km’s.  We rode much of the first 40km’s alone, joining up with 

Judy Baynes for a short period of time, only to lose her at a crewing point, and by the 

time we joined Anthony Sargeant and El Kaleefa Rose, Carolyn Pacey and Infidella, 

we were entering the halfway hold at Honeymead.  The temperature was really 

starting to soar and there was a constant heat haze rising from the moorland, but the 
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views were spectacular and the turf rode fantastically well, just the odd boggy patch 

here and there to try and catch you out if you tried to enjoy the views too much! 

 

Dan ate extremely well at half way, Lynn & Roger Brown joined us here and helped 

crew, Lynn ensuring Dan had a constant supply of food (much to her amusement as 

he moved from bucket to bucket!) and Roger filling water containers. 

 

As we cantered out of halfway we were soon riding alongside Anthony Sargeant and 

Carolyn Pacey again, and we pretty much stayed with this pair back into the venue.  

Rob and Brenda worked extremely hard to keep us sloshed and hydrated during the 

intense heat of the afternoon and we gave our horses every opportunity to drink at the 

many watering holes out on course. As always the steep and stoney climbs/descents 

really ate into our riding time, as did the need to constantly crew, so we had to push 

on at every cantering opportunity. 

 

At the vetting we had a pulse below 

55 and were well up on Gold time 

with an average speed of 12.9 kph – 

AND we’d had a wonderful time!  

Rob offered to walk Dan back to 

Withypool for me but I wanted to 

walk him for some of the way so I 

could see him move and get a feel 

for how he was feeling – Dan 

marched off down the road, head 

high, ears forward… he was feeling 

great thanks!  Rob took over 

halfway down the steep decent into 

Withypool and had his arms pulled 

out as Dan strode toward his 

temporary residence.  Over night he 

was turned out on lush grazing, and 

after 3 big feeds seemed to have 

satisfied his hunger. 

 

At 6.30am Tuesday morning we were once again marching at speed out of Withypool 

to the venue field, this time it was much cooler, I was shivering and we needed a rug 

while we waited for our start time. 

 

By the time I reached the 3
rd

 gate out of the venue, Anthony and El Kaleefa Rose 

were once again our riding partners and we rode together for the entire 2
nd

 loop, 

timing our presentations to vet carefully so we could leave together, at halfway.  
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Exmoor is the one place everyone really benefits from having a good riding 

companion, and Anthony is an excellent horseman and extremely good company – he 

also (like me) carries a hunting stick, (a necessity for all the gates), oh, and an endless 

supply of polos!!! 

 

On day two the first 40km’s were ridden in mist and drizzle, by halfway the sun was 

breaking through once again and the temperature started to soar.  Once again we were 

joined by Lynn, Roger and Vicky at halfway, and once again Lynn did an excellent 

job ensuring Dan had a constant procession of feed bins in front of him and Roger 

ensured all water containers were topped up for the 2
nd

 circuit. 

 

As we cantered out of Honeymead Dan felt keen but after practically dunking his 

entire head in one of the large, round water troughs and drinking like he’d never 

drunk before, he suddenly felt re-energised, and took off after Carolyn Pacey as she 

cantered just slightly ahead of us on open moorland like he was entered in the Derby! 

As the temperature soared Rob and Brenda worked overtime, we even had Brenda 

running – she hasn’t run for 5 years she told me later, not since having her knee 

replacements, but she sure ran at Horseshoe!  At every opportunity Dan was doused 

in water and offered food and drink – as was I. 

 

As we rode back along the road to the venue and the finish Dan was desperate to 

canter and I had to insist he walk, through the last gate, picking our way over the ruts 

and through the gorse bushes I eventually gave in and he cantered toward the finish 

line.  If I had realised how close we were to winning the Premier Award for fastest 

speed, I would have let him canter!!  We finished just 30 minutes later than we’d 

finished on the first day, average speed for the 2
nd

 day 12.4 kph, average over the two 

days 12.55 kph (Premier Award given for 12.6!!)  final pulses 50/48 – excellent 

result!  A Gold award was ours!!!  Brenda and Rob were ecstatic!  They had worked 

so hard to ensure we completed fit and well. 

 

This was my 5
th
 attempt at the 160km on Exmoor, and my first Gold Award, so I was 

pretty chuffed with myself and my amazing horse, who just excels at 2 day 160km 

rides.  Unfortunately my riding companion Anthony Sargeant struggled with 

Kaleefa’s pulse at the end and had to be satisfied (which he was extremely pleased 

with) a Silver award after suffering a penalty for a pulse of 60. 

 

Will we go again next year??  We shall see,” never say never” eh! 

 

Gill Talbot & Malabar Storm 
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The Bahrain Dukeries 2008    Louise Rich 

 
This was the first time I had entered this ride after trying and not getting there last 

year.  I had entered the 120km FEI 3* YR with Ground Kontrol on the Saturday.  

This was a big step for us as neither of us had done anymore than 80km in a day, but 

we got on with it and didn’t think much of it.  We left home on the Friday morning to 

travel up & we had a really good journey that took us 4 ½ hours.  We arrived at about 

2.15pm and got the horses settled into their stables, I had two horses staying together 

and Ground Kontrol on his own in the FEI stables, but he had to be vetted before he 

could think about them not being with him.  

 

Saturday morning came very quickly and before I knew it I was up and ready to start, 

this was the interesting bit when I had five Bahraines come cantering towards me 

while we were all warming up.  8am was here and we were off, Bonks (Ground 

Kontrol) had settled really well and I ended up riding with Laura and Indiana for the 

first half of the 1st loop.  Then I went on and finished up to vetgate 1 with Carol 

Counter (Kay’s mum) this was ok the horses were happy together until I had to go 

out on my own on the 2
nd

 loop, Bonks and I were fine and we carried on and rode 

with Rachel and Gryphon, we got to vetgate two and he was a little short on the back 

so he was vetted out.  Not what we wanted but he had done 80km and I was happy 

with how it had all gone and we had really enjoyed ourselves. Gavin, Derek and 

Anna all came over to see him, thank you to them.  

 

I then thought, well I could get the other two out and ride them for a minute or two so 

they do something as they had been in all day.  So I got Bonks sorted out and went 

and rode the other two, Alex and Nada joined me and the mad horses in ride and 

lead!  That was entertainment for anyone who saw it!  They always seem to know 

when they don’t have to behave.  I soon noticed that the Arabs were watching me, I 

am sure they thought I was MAD, they looked at me as if to say what is she doing 

mad person!  

 
Sarah and I had to vet at 8am on Sunday, so we were up at 6.30 to get the horses out 

for a walk before the vetting, the horses were very good and we were ready to go at 

8.30. Sarah and I were one of the first people to be on course, within seconds we 

were passed by Hannah and Molly at speed hehe!  Both horses went really well and 

before we knew it we had done 25miles, Sarah and Czako had finished and Cziko 

was in his first vetgate, we headed back out on course on our own and had a lovely 

canter all the way out onto the 2
nd

 loop, Cziko didn’t care that he was on his own 

which was good, as this loop was only 12miles we were suddenly back at the venue 

for the 2
nd

 vetgate, he was in and out in a flash and we only had 12miles left (the 

black loop) Cziko seemed to be on a high at this point, for the last time we headed 
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back out and up past the stables to the road, once we got to the first crew point I was 

told that Hannah and Molly were just in front, so we carried on and caught them up 

about 10minutes later, both horses had a lovely time finishing the 80km together, 

Hannah and I were the last two on course, oops sorry about that people!  The horses 

worked really well together to get each other home, as this was Molly’s first 80km 

this season and Cziko’s first 80km to get him to advanced. Both horses passed the vet 

at the end.  

 

Thank you to everyone who helped at this ride, I really enjoyed it and I think the 

horses did to! Thank you to all the people I rode with their company was lovely and 

Thank you to mum who let me ride over the weekend!  

 

Louise, Cziko, Czako and Ground Kontrol  
 

 

 

Handy Hint from Margaret McKiddie 
 

Check the vet wrap bandage in your bum-bag, as they can get very old & 

stuck together – so useless when you really need them! 

 

Handy Hints and Tips from Gill Talbot 
 

Agree with Margaret. What I do is open the vet wrap and fold the end over several 

times so it’s easier to find when I do need it, but I also rotate them, so if I need a 

bandage at home, I use the one in the bum bag and replace it with a new one.  I 

obviously, like Margaret, learnt the hard way when trying to bandage a leg out on a 

ride with an old vet wrap! 

 

In warm weather put old 4 pint milk containers in the freezer full of water and take 

the frozen bottles to rides to pop in your sloshing water- mine stay frozen if kept in 

the in-car portable fridge (works off the cigarette lighter socket)  -  be careful though, 

if you put your drinks in there with the frozen bottles they will freeze!!!  Use ice cube 

bags for smaller quantities of ice when required - easier to transport and better for use 

on legs/backs etc., at the end of rides. 

 

Always ensure your horse is fully hydrated the day and night before any ride.  Leave 

a large bucket of sugar beet juice in his stable/paddock over night/during the day 

before a ride - top it up as necessary.  I also ensure my horse is not lacking in 

electrolytes from training rides/travelling by ensuring he is supplemented in his feed 

for several days before and after a ride. 
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Blaenavon Ride Report   Chris Wray  

 

 
 
15

th
 June was a big day for me – my baby’s first solo trip away from home to ride.  It 

is a big learning year for Takwenya (Chatanz x Zawadi), who turned 5 in April, and 

this was to be another big step in her learning. 

 

What a nice start to the morning these Social Rides are!!  I didn’t have to get up at 

5am, and it’s only an easy 45 minute drive.  I don’t even have to pack the car, now 

that I have the van - which is the permanent tack home!  All I had to do was pack 

some sandwiches, make up some squash, and hitch up the trailer.  Takwenya was 

straight in the box to get her breakfast, and after it was eaten, off we went. 

 

One of the first people to arrive, it was great to catch up with the Man v. Horse 

results from the day before (well done Karen, Sue, Hilary, Tracey & Sue – all Offa’s 

Dyke members in the first 10 horses) – and groom and tack up.  Takwenya was 

excited, but not excessively so – keen to go off at a fast canter, but mostly kept to the 

requested trot!  I was riding with Fiona – this was also a first for Takwenya, her 

previous rides (apart from the first at Margam when Hally accompanied her) have all 

been solo. 
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Fiona and I picked up chatting from where we’d left off the previous Sunday – where 

I’d given Hally 2 fast circuits round the top on the Llwynon Saddlery ride as her 

preparation for Cirencester 65km.  After a while we were joined by Tracey, who’d 

also been with us the previous Sunday, and most of the first section down to the 

cycleway we trotted and walked.  Once on the cycleway, there was a lovely soft edge 

and we were able to do a slow canter between passing walkers and cyclists.  

Takwenya didn’t think much of the echo-y short tunnel and had a quick panic, but 

otherwise was angelic.  Back up onto the mountain there were miles and miles of 

lovely cantering, and Takwenya really enjoyed it all.  The views were stunning, and 

the weather perfect – cool with a breeze for temperature, and clear for the views!  A 

little before the turn for home when having a breather, Liz caught us up and we had a 

short chat before she accelerated away.  We just about managed to walk down the 

mountain to the venue (Takwenya still keen!), past the photographer (thanks Rob!), 

and back to chat with more friends, eat lunch, and relax before getting home at a nice 

early hour! 

 

The ride was wonderful – venue, route, marking, weather – well done and thank you 

so much Belinda! Definitely one to do again! 

 

I wonder how many of the riders realised that Belinda Stewart walked most of this 

ride to do the marking- she deserves a medal! (Margaret) 

 

 

 

CIRENCESTER PARK Debbie Williams 
 

 

I have been competing in endurance for 19 years now and nearly as many times 

competed at Cirencester Park.  The distances have ranged from 30k to 160k however 

I only managed 130k and that was many moons ago.  My first endurance horse did 

me proud but never quite managed to win a race.  I bred my second endurance horse - 

Kazy and although his credentials were good he was the most accident prone horse 

ever so he only ever managed two race rides but in all fairness he did achieve 3
rd

 and 

4
th
 placings in them.  So 5 years ago it was time for a new model and this came in the 

shape of Clinwil Charmaine (Cully) a rather highly strung part-bred Arab but mainly 

thoroughbred.  It took several years to calm her down but last year she had a go at her 

first race ride at the age of 9 years.  However with the Foot and Mouth rearing its 

ugly head mid-season the only race we did was actually at Cirencester - 100k nice 

and steadily. 
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So this year it was time to crack on with more race rides but the start of the season 

did not go as planned so we had a slower start than planned but aimed to get round 

the 84k at Berkshire Downs.  We actually did 90k as I got lost - how ridiculous that 

was, I know that ride like the back of my hand!!  So we finished 12
th
.  Then off to 

Breamore and see if we could go faster?  A new ride for me and very enjoyable 

weekend and finished in 7
th
 place - very pleased. 

 

Time to try something more taxing - 130k 2 day race at Cirencester.  Off I set on the 

Friday to set everything up but I had to go home Friday night as both daughters were 

away - very inconsiderate!!  Gill Talbot very kindly feed Cully on the Saturday 

morning as she was competing in the 160k race so would be up at about 4 am to feed.  

Brilliant - Cully ate all her breakfast as she had so long to eat it before I arrived. 

 

The riding was a bit damp but nice for the horses and we enjoyed the revised route 

which cut out the nasty steep stony track before Pinsbury Park.  All went well and we 

both enjoyed the day except for the helicopter coming into land very close to the 

venue as we approached a vet gate.  Heather who was crewing for me seemed to 

think that we had finished the first day in first place - which I found hard to believe 

until they put the results up that evening, although Ken Mapp was only three minutes 

behind - NO PRESSURE!!  Just time for a back massage and wonderful fish and 

chips, in the hope that I would not be too stiff the next day.  I had to pick my way 

around some big black slugs to get into my tent but it was warm and comfy inside.  

An interesting night of fireworks and violent thunder and lightening!!! 

 

Day 2 - Cully looked great unlike myself as I felt in need of a good nights sleep but a 

mug of tea helped revive me - thanks Judy.  The mare set off happily in the lead but I 

was expecting Ken to be breathing down my neck very soon.  Cully seemed to be 

getting faster and to my amazement we extended our lead as the day progressed so 

we left the last vet gate about 20 minutes in front which was comforting - despite this 

she flew around the last loop full of running and thanks to Heathers magnificent 

effort all weekend, along with help from one or two other Offa’s Dyke members and 

Heathers brilliant trot up to finish I had achieved my first win in a race ride!!!!!   

 

 

 

Two handy tips from Gina Harris: 

 
My tips - use your fine toothed dog comb to brush your sheepskin 

& wool numnahs to fluff them up & also carry treacle to put in 

your water in case you run out of sugar beet. 
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Cranham 13
th

 July  
 

 
 

The intrepid ‘Path-finders’ Gina and Carolyn return to the venue after extensive re-

marking of the course. 

 

 

For a change, this ride report does not come from an Offa’s Dyke 

member, but from Jan Clarke who rode this route for the first time this 

year.  She enjoyed herself so much that she very kindly agreed to write 

a few words by way of a thank you to Margaret.  

 

 

Cranham – My First Time Jan Clarke 
 

Many moons ago, when Methuselah was a lad Eric and I photographed an EHPS 

ride where the route went up and over Cranham Common.  I can’t remember 

where the venue was, all I can remember is sitting high up on a hill with the 

most remarkable view out over Gloucestershire.  I promised myself that I’d do 

that ride next year.  Next year came and went, and many others, but 2008 

WAS the year when I got to ride Cranham. 
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I was competing on my novice Eldoret (known as Elliott) and I was a bit 

nervous (well a lot nervous actually).  Never having done the ride before I was 

paranoid about getting lost, I was worried about how muddy it was likely to be, 

and knowing it was quite “challenging” I was concerned whether he was fit 

enough.   

 

We left very early as I’d heard it was the Fairford Air Show that weekend 

and had been warned that the traffic would be bad.  Worry number one 

scotched; when we got to Malmesbury we started seeing signs that the Air 

Show had been cancelled.  With a traffic free run we arrived about an hour 

and a half early for my 10.40 vetting, fortunately this wasn’t a problem and I 

was allowed to vet and start early. 

 

The venue is a huge grassy field with fabulous views to the West, and it was 

especially lovely on this bright, sunny summer morning – a wonderful change 

from the unrelenting rain we had been enjoying.  I set off just after 10 to 

tackle the unknown, with the thought of all those gates thrown in just for fun.  

We got through the first three (one held open for us) within the first half 

mile and they weren’t too difficult, then we overtook Gloria Curtis who gave 

me a great big smile and told me what a fabulous ride it was, and then we got 

into the woods. 

 

We sailed along through Ebworth estate, and it was very similar to the ground 

we train on at home (Alfred’s Tower woods) except Ebworth had running water 

– and lots of it!  We were nearly to CP 1 when Mary Stubbs caught us up riding 

daughter Sarah’s mare and we kept company for the rest of the ride.  Mary 

was riding without crew as Steve had managed to damage himself the day 

before, and as I was in the fortunate state of having Eric out crewing for me 

(he’s normally photographing of course) we shared him.  Carrie Ann Dark also 

joined up with us so we had double crewing as Roger and Ann looked after all 3 

of us as well. 

 

As we chattered our way along the miles just flew – clattering along the hard 

tracks in the woods, splashing twice through that lovely ford, passing through 

a couple of quite gorgeous chocolate box villages, some sticky, muddy 

stretches (but nothing too bad), some wonderful cantering sections, the tricky 

wooded section after CP5 (thank you Neil for helping us across that busy road) 
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and the final, wonderful, magnificent gallop up Cranham Common (yes, we did 

really let them go and all 3 horses loved it). 

Final vetting time - passed no problem and the vet said that Elliott was the one 

she would most like to take home – Wow – I think he’s wonderful of course, 

but I reckon I’m biased!  When I went to collect my paperwork I thanked 

Margaret for my lovely day and complimented her on the marking.  It was then 

I found out that many markers had disappeared over night and Carolyn 

Edwards and Gina Harris had gone out early with heaps of markers and 

remarked practically the whole route with lots of help from Carolyn’s husband 

Rob – HUGE thanks to you 3! 

 

A big THANK YOU to Offa’s Dyke for putting on such a super ride; great 

venue, a challenging but achievable route with a variety of different going, and 

friendly smiling faces running the ride.  So….I waited 15 years to do the 

Cranham Ride – I’m not planning on waiting that long again – I’m hoping to come 

back next year and have a go at one of the longer classes. 

 

 

Handy Hint from Gill Talbot 
 
When carrying a map case, put it around your waste and not diagonally 

across the shoulders, this eliminates the annoying flapping of the case for 

both you and the horse, plus the map is easier to see and read. 

 

And My Favourite Things  
 
Equilibrium Schooling Wraps, they   are so soft and squishy and breathable, excellent 

for horses that get rubs from their brushing boots - and easily washed out at vetgates 

– the only ones Dan can wear 

 

Another good product bought - In car fridge - bought one about 3 years ago and 

would not be without it now in summer 

 

Please send me your Handy Hints and Favourite Things for future 

newsletters 

 
Carolyn Edwards 
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TROPHY FORMS 2008 

 
(Hilary Cuming Trophy Secretary) 

 

Offa’s Dyke Group has a large number of Trophies and Rosettes to present at the 

Annual Awards celebration and AGM on 6 December. All Offa’s Dyke members 

should have received a Trophy Form to complete throughout the 2008 season. If you 

haven’t received one or have mislaid yours, please contact Carolyn Edwards for 

another (contact details on page 1)  

 

Each year Hilary Cuming does a sterling job receiving the completed forms and 

compiling the results, but always has some problems with forms not correctly 

completed. To help her and to make sure that everyone claims the awards they are 

entitled to; please make sure you follow the simple steps below: 

 
• Sign the trophy form to confirm you are claiming trophies or awards for Offa’s 

Dyke only (each EGB member can claim awards from only one group)  

 

• At each Social or Non Competitive Ride ask the Ride Organiser to sign your 

form, or if it is a vetted ride send a copy of the Vet Sheet.  

 

• For competitive rides – you can either ask the Ride Organiser to sign your 

form, or alternatively send Hilary a photocopy of your Mastercard with the 

Trophy Form as proof of completion. 

 

• If you help at a ride – this qualifies for some of our trophies – so please ask the 

Ride Organiser to sign for Rides that you have helped at. 

 

• MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL – please take time to look through all the 

awards we offer and Tick or Circle ALL Awards or Trophies you wish to claim 

for as Hilary cannot put you forward for an award if you do not ask her! 

 

• Please return your Trophy form by post to Hilary at the end of the season and 

come along to receive your award at the AGM. 

 

All forms to be returned no later than three weeks after last EGB event in the printed 

schedule (which is 19 October).  This is to give us time to order the required rosettes 

for the AGM. 
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**********  Note –Change of date!!!!  ********** 

 

Cotswold Group 

Chedworth Ride now 19 October 

 

5 Parish Fun Ride 
21 September 

Twigworth, Glos 

 
Proceeds shared equally between  

Cotswold group of Riding for the Disabled & the Muheza Hospital in Tanzania 

 

A 10 or 14 mile course taking you along the bank of the Severn, through the beautiful 

Gloucestershire countryside.  Across hills, through meadows and alongside rivers and 

streams with optional jumps.   Start between 9.30 & 13.00 

Photographer, refreshments for riders provided along the course, toilets. 

Entry fees:   Adult pre booked £13, on the day £16 

Under 16 pre booked £7 on the day £9 

 

Contact Mrs R Elliot Tel: 01452 731708 for more info. 

 

 

Other groups Social/Training Rides 
 

Mid Wales Group www.midwalesendurance.moonfruit.com 
The NEW Longwood ride Sunday 24 August  
Fields & Forestry.  Contact Chris Jones Tel: 01570 493498 
 

 

Heart of England Group  www.hoeendurancegb.co.uk 
Worcestershire Way Ride Sunday 31 August 
Venue Shrawley, Worcestershire, More choice of and shorter routes, eg for leading 

rein, are going to be offered this year. Organiser Camilla Mascall Tel 01299 823806, 
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Offa’s Dyke Sweatshirts/ Polo shirts 
 
Those of you who were at the AGM will have seen Debbie with examples of the 

sweatshirts and polo shirts with our logo embroidered on them.  She also had the 

catalogue to show the extensive range of clothing and accessories available, any of 

which could have our logo embroidered on them. A large range of colours is 

available and the group provides this as a service to members - not to make a profit. 

Polo Shirts £16 Sweat Shirts £17 Fleece Jackets £20 Bumbags and Baseball Caps £8 

each  

 

For more details contact Debbie Williams – Tel: 01600 891029   

 

 

*************  Advertise in the newsletter  *********** 

 

Free to Offa’s Dyke members 

 

Other advertisers £5 half page, £10 full page 

 

 

 

 

Would you be happy to receive the newsletter electronically to save 

the group printing & postage costs? 

 
The newsletter can be sent in PDF form. 

Please email Carolyn at carolyn@edwardsglos.fsnet.co.uk if you would like 

to change to email. 

If you are not sure you can read a PDF file, please ask me to send you a 

previous newsletter to try. You can always change back to a printed copy if 

you don’t like it! 
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NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION FORM - 2008 

 

 

NAME.......................................................................................... 

 

ADDRESS.................................................................................... 

             

..................................................................................................... 

 

POST CODE...................... 

 

TEL. NO...................................EMAIL……………………….. 

 

Are you willing to have your name, address and phone number circulated to 

ALL members and newsletter subscribers? Yes/No…………… 

 

Would you like receive up to date news about the group by Email? 

Yes/No…………. 

 

Are you willing for your details to be held on the membership secretary’s PC to 

aid administration within the group?  If so, please sign below in order to 

conform to the requirements of the Data protection Act 

 

Signed……………………………………………………………………  

 

SUBSCRIPTION: £5.00 per annum.  

 

Please send cheque made payable to OFFA’S DYKE BRANCH OF 

ENDURANCE GB with form to: Carolyn Edwards, Duart House, Brookfield 

Road, Churchdown, Gloucestershire, GL3 2PF. Phone 01452 857352 

 

 

Please note that Membership of the Group is OPEN and FREE to members 

of EGB who have indicated a wish to be members of Offa’s Dyke Group. 

For non members of Endurance GB, we ask for £5.00 subscription per year 

for the newsletter 

 

 


